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If you hear a bump in the night, you'd better stay under your covers. In the DarkWorld it may not be

something you'd like to meet.Problem is, the creatures of your imagination aren't sticking to night's

shadows anymore. They are everywhere; the people you work with, your teachers, even your

friends. And they've been living that way for a long time.You haven't noticed because they don't

want you to.You're much better off not asking any questions. Unfortunately for Mel Morgan, master

teleporter. She asks too many questions. BLOOD MAGIC Mel Morgan is a Master Teleporter. She

can move through the Veil into the otherworldly planes. A handy skill when looking for missing

people. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a lonely job, but with her gargoyle partner sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s never minded

lonely.Until a certain super-hot Djinn walks into her life. He needs her help to find someone he

loves. And Mel can never say no to someone in need. But the road to helping Saleem is fraught with

secrets better left uncovered.Can Mel and Saleem dodge demons and sorcerers long enough to

save the ones they love? DEMON KIN When a business tycoon hires Mel Morgan to find his

missing daughter, the SoulTracker is thrown headlong into twists and turns of unexpected deaths

and unusual killers. But to find the girl in time to save her, she has to first understand the killer.

Demonic or human killers? Mel can't decide which will be worse.Things get a little complicated when

she has to help find both a Panther Alpha's mother, and a reluctant Djinn Queen. Add to the mix an

evil spirit plus her mentor Samuel sending her terrifying messages in the Ether. Save him, or

else.It's just all in a days work for a SoulTracker. BLOOD CURSE Mel's journey continues down

dark paths as she is forced to find who put the curse on her. The closer she gets to the one

responsible the more her health deteriorates and the worse the evil behaves.Mel has to battle

loneliness, illness and despair . . .As well as fend of the evil dead. Other Books in the DarkWorld

Universe more in the SOULTRACKER SERIESDEMON SOUL - preorderBLOOD MOON -

preorderThe SKINWALKER SERIESSKIN DEEPLOST SOULLAST CHANCEBLOOD

PROMISESCORCHED FURYFATE'S EDGE - preorderThe DEATHTALKER SERIESDEATH

TALKER Coming soon
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This a fabulous - and ridiculously addictive - series of books. It's lead, Mel Morgan, is one of the

best kick-a** heroines in urban fantasy. I loved these stories, and at a reduced price ($7 for the

anthology vs $10 if the books are bought separately) this is a real steal ... err, deal! If the kindle

blurb at all appeals to you then you will love these books. In the meantime, here are my

book-by-book reviews.Blood MagicTG Ayer is a relatively new author for me. I've read one other

book by this author (Skin Deep) which I enjoyed, so I figured this was worth a try. I'm glad I deep.

Mel is just the sort of confident kick-a** heroine I love and this book has really great supporting

characters. Add to that, the world-building is excellent, and the plot is well written with just the right

mix of thrills, adventure and potential for good romance. Result? A real winner. It's in to book two in

the series for me. In the meantime, as for this one: highly recommended.Demon KinJust another

couple of busy days for Mel Morgan:- a missing daughter to find- a possibly demonic killer to stop- a

panther shapeshifter Alpha's mom to track down- oh yes, find a reluctant Djinn Queen while you're

at it- and, just to make it interesting, an evil spirit and a mentor crying for help (via the Ether, of

course, no boring mudane methods allowed, please)Yeah, yeah, blah blah blah. I ran out of staples

at work today. Lemme tell ya, now THAT was a real crisis.Ok, sorry about that last bit (not really:

I've a sick sense of humor). It's actually fantastic seeing how this super-competent, kick-a** heroine

deals with everything thrown at her (though there still are enough things left for the series to go

on...). Add in great writing, a superb set of supporting characters and a rocking plot full of thrills and

action. Result? One wild ride of fun and highly recummended.Blood CurseThe "DarkWorld: A Soul

Tracker Novel" books have been fabulous and thus third book, Blood Curse, is no exception. Full of



adventure, thrills, friendship and betrayal, very unexpected twists and turns (especially for one

character, to be left unnamed), and even a bit of romance, this well written plot is fairly awesome. At

this point I absolutely adore Mel, the soul tracker main character who is the epitome of a kick-a**

heroine yet has a huge heart that has her constantly putting others ahead of herself. That's seen

here as she's taking in yet more cases even though she's pretty desperately searching for the

person that cursed her, causing her health to go in a real decline and slowly draining of her powers

even as she's fighting evil along the way. This book really has it all, great world building and

wonderful leads and supporting characters (both friend and enemy). Highly recommended, though

for maximum enjoyment books 1 and 2 of the series (Blood Magic and Demon Kin) should be read

first.

I voluntarily reviewed a copy of all the books separately in this absolutely fantastic box set its a must

have read full of mystery, excitement, drama it holds your interest to the very end can't wait for book

4 to come out Soul Demon to continue on this amazing journey you don't want to miss this terrific

series I highly recommend to read T.G. AYER IS AN AMAZING WRITER The characters in theses

stiries are all great the storyline so well written you simply can't miss this series.

This is an awesome set and the stories are absolutely gripping.With buying the set, you get the

added advantage of getting a bargain and also you don't have to wait for the next book to come out

and, by the time you finish these, the 4th book should be available.If you haven't read anything from

T.G.Ayer yet, now is the time to start.

I picked up the first book, Blood Magic, and got hooked right away. I love paranormal, fantasy, etc

and this was new to me. I had never read about a Mage or necromancers and this had a bit of

everything. I love the characters and the storyline. Be prepared to commit cuz you won't put this

down willingly.
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